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FOODEAST FOR FOODIES.
Foodeast has an English sound, but it’s 100% Italian.
We love food and its lovers.
We build our way, starting from the unique pleasure of food
experience.
In Italy, the richness and variety of the cuisine tell the history of all
the peoples who over the millennia have crossed this land.
All Italian dishes arise from family stories, tradition, care and fantasy.
Each ingredient of Italian cuisine has its own origin, its history and
its identity and it is often the result of a very ancient knowledge.
Moreover, Italian people love sharing good food and enjoying a
pleasant experience around food.
Foodeast likes to bring Italian food products all over the world,
spreading Italian Food culture and allowing Foodies taking a more
picture for their delicious handbook.

ITALIAN FOOD PRODUCTS
HAVE THEIR BRAND.
| CONFECTIONERY

| CHEESE

| DRESSINGS

| OLIVE OIL

| PASTA

| LEGUMES

LITALY large list of item gives the right answer to all request for
Italian Food, in both retail and foodservice market, including
also special need from industry.

| OLIVES

All LITALY products are studied to offer the best Italian quality,
in the right size and nice packaging, in order to let our Customers
have an authentic experience of Italian Food, all over the world.

| TOMATO

It includes the most classical items, such as tomato, pasta and
legumes, but also a selection of typical cheese, together
with dressings, canned vegetables and confectionery products.

| VEGETABLES

LITALY is a wide collection of selected Italian Food products.
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The Red Goodness of Italian
Tomatoes is well known
and very appreciated all
over the world.

| TOMATO

The main ingredient of
several Italian recipes, tomato
is the key-factor of almost
all global cookings.
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TOMATO.
THE RED FACTOR.

LITALY selected only the best
Italian quality, to offer a complete
range of tomato products,
in different sizes, to match the need
of both retail and foodservice
markets.

OLIVES. CRAZY FOR TOPPING.
| OLIVES

| VEGETABLES
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VEGETABLES.
PRECIOUS FRUITS
OF NATURE.
The best choice of Italian Fresh Vegetables
is used to make LITALY’s range of canned
vegetables. They are the ideal source of
vitamin and nutrients and all ready to use.
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Not only the incomparable taste of sun-dried and semi-dried tomatoes,
but also the rich flavour of capers, onions, peppers, etc. made LITALY
products the right partner for your appetising ideas in cooking.

Whole, pitted or sliced, olives give the
perfect garnish to enhance any occasion.
LITALY’s selection of olives provide you
with the right ingredient to top your pizza
or enrich your salad, always making a fun
and flavored meal.

The big family of legumes includes lentils, peas,
chickpeas and several varieties of beans.
Low in fat, they are an excellent source of protein, fiber and
contain many essential nutrients with antioxidant effect.
Legumes represent a very basic ingredient of many traditional
Italian recipes, especially used mixed with pasta, as side menu or
together with vegetables, in delicious soups.
LITALY offers a wide range of canned legumes, both in small and
large size, carefully cooked and canned for you, to make them
ready to enhance your recipes with the Best Italian Flavour.

| LEGUMES

LEGUMES.
A PILLAR OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN DIET.
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It’s the heart of Italian food and the secret
of the healthiness of a Mediterranean Diet.
The simplest and the most ancient recipe of
Italian Food, pasta is also a true piece of
Italian Lifestyle.
Hundreds of shapes are used and each one
to be mixed with its favourite ingredient
- vegetables, meat, fish, egg - to make many,
delicious recipes.
Imitated all over the world, only Italian
pasta retains inside the long history, the
ancient tradition and the masterly know-how
of Italian People.
LITALY offers a wide range of Traditional
Pasta, simply made with highly selected durum
wheat semolina, water and a five-hundredsyears- old Italian know how.

| PASTA

PASTA.
THE GREATEST ITALIAN FOOD.
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LITALY’s range of Olive Oil has been carefully
selected and includes only the Best Italian
varieties.
Extra Virgin, Pure, Pomace types are all offered
in different packaging and sizes, in order
to match the wide request of such a very
representative Italian ingredient.

Traditional Balsamic Vinegar
of Modena D.O.P. (Protected
Designation of Origin) is one of the
most fascinating Italian Ingredients,
born from a very typical and
ancient know how.

| DRESSING

| OLIVE OIL
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SEASONING.
THE MOST TRADIT IONAL ITALIAN
FLAVOURS.

It is the best known Italian dressing,
together with Extra Virgin Olive oil.
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Balsamic is most often served in
drops on top of chunks of Parmesan
or other hard cheese; it is also
used sparingly to enhance steaks,
eggs or grilled fish, as well as
on fresh fruit such as strawberries
and pears and on plain gelato.

| CHEESE

CHEESE.
A GENUINE SOURCE
OF WELLNEES.
From pizza to pasta, international luxury cuisine
heavily relies on the value of Italian artisan Cheeses.
We offer a great selection of the most important PDO
(Protected Designation of Origin, according to EU law)
Italian cheeses, from Parmigiano Reggiano to Pecorino
Romano, without forgetting Mozzarella di Bufala and
Mascarpone, probably the best known as the smooth
and luscious highlight of Tiramisu, the worlds
most famous Italian dessert.
Our consolidation service and shipping expertise
will enable you to smoothly import such precious pieces
of Italian Food Culture to your Country.
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BISCUITS & CONFECTIONARY.
THE SWEETEST SIDE OF ITALY.
| CONFECTIONERY

These are the ancestors of Italian
regional sweets, like lady fingers,
wafers, amaretti or cantuccini.
In each of these creations you can
detect the presence of prized Italian
ingredients, like Italy’s nuts: pine nuts,
pistachios, chocolate, almonds
and hazelnuts and its regional fruits.
LITALY have selected a choice of
traditional biscuits and other
confectionery products,
to show you the sweetest side of the
Italian table.
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We only use healthy and wholesome ingredients to make our LITALY biscuits, mixing them to
adelicious Italian recipe giving you a tasty snack for your delightful breaks.
Make LITALY biscuits your daily pleasant routine, to give a quick source of energy and relaxing pleasure.
Use LITALY Biscuits with tea, coffee or your favourite wine for happiness and satisfaction.

In Italy, we started in a very ancient
time creating numerous recipes using
flour, honey, eggs and fresh cheeses.
These sweets were considered so
precious that they were offered only
on special occasions.

www.margan.it
MARGAN DESIGN STUDIO

FOODEAST TRADE srl a socio unico
Viale delle Industrie, 2
80040 San Sebastiano al Vesuvio (NA) – ITALY
tel / fax +39 081 0480105
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